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ALMOST KAHLER DEFORMATION QUANTIZATION
I '
ALEXANDER V. KARABEGOV AND MARTIN 8CHLICHENMAIER
ABSTRACT. We use a natural affine connection with nontrivial tor-
sion on an arbitrary almost-Kähler manifold which respects the
almost-Kähler structure to construct a Fedosov-type deformation
quantization on this manifold.,
1. INTRODUCTION
Let (M, {-,.}) be a Poisson manifold. Denote by COO(M)[[v]] the
space of formal series fn v with coefficients fromCoo (M). Deformation
quantization on (M, { ., .} ), as defined in [1]' is an associative algebra
structure on Coo(M) [[v]] with the v-linear and v-adically continuous
product * (named a star-product) given on f, 9 E COO(M) by the for-
mula
00
f * 9 =L vrCr(f, g),
r=O
where Cr, r ~ 0, are bilinear operators on COO(M), Co(f, g) = fg, and
C1(f, g) - Cl (g, f) = i{f, g}. A star product * is called differential if
all the operators Cr, r ~ 0, are bidifferential.
Two differential star products * and *' are called equivalent if there
exists an isomorphism of algebras B : (COO (M)[[v]]' *) -+ (COO (M)[[v]]' *'),
where B = Id + vBl + v2 B2 + ... and Br, r ~ 1, are differential oper-
ators on coo (M).
If (M, w) is a symplectic (and therefore aPoisson) manifoldthen to
each differential star-product * on M one can relate its characteristic
dass cl( *) E (I/iv) [w] + H2(M, <C)[[v]](see [13]'[27]'[28]'[11]). The
equivalence dasses of differential star-products on (M,w) are bijectively
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parameterized by the elements of the affine veetor spaee (1/ iv) [w] +
H2(M, C)[[v]] via the mapping * M cl(*).
The existenee proofs and deseription of equivalenee classes of star-
produets on sympleetic manifolds were given by a number of people (see
[10]'[29]'[14] for existenee proofs and [13]'[27]'[28]'[11] for the classifiea-
.tion). The questions of existenee and c1assifieation on general Poisson
manifolds were solved by Kontsevieh in [24].
Historically the first examples of star produets (Moyal- Weyl and
Wiek star-produets)were obtained from asymptotie expansions of re-
lated symbol produets w.r.t. a numerical parameter n (the 'Planek
eonstant'), as n -t O. Later a number of st~r-produets on Kähler man-
ifolds were obtained from the asymptotic expansion in n of the sym-
bol produet of Berezin's eovariant symbols (see [7]' [8]' [9]'[25]'[26]' [21]).
These star-produets on Kähler manifolds are differential and have the
property of 'separation of variables': the eorresponding bidifferential
operators Cr differentiate their first argument only in antiholomorphic
direetions and the seeond argument only in holomorphie ones. The
deformation quantizations with separation of variables on an arbitrary
Kähler manifold where eompletely deseribed and parameterized by geo-
metrie objeets, the formal deformations of the Kähler (1,1)-form (see
[19]). The star-produets obtained from the produet of Berezin's eo-
variant symbols on eoadjoint orbits of eompaet semisimple Lie groups
where identified in [21] (that is, the eorresponding formal (1,1)-form
was ealculated). .
Another interesting ease where star-produets are obtained from sym-
bol eonstruetions is the so ealled Berezin- Toeplitz quantization on ar-
bitrary eompaet Kähler manifolds [3]'[31]'[30]. In this quantization
seheme Berezin's eontravariant symbols are used(see [2]), which, in
general, do not have a weIl defined symbol produet.The semic1as-
'sical properties of Berezin- Toeplitz quantization in [3] were proved
with the use of generalized Toeplitz struetures developed by Guillemin
and Boutet de Monvel in [6]. With the same teehnique for co~paet
Kähler manifolds an associated deformation quantization, the Berezin-
Toeplitz deformation quantization, was eonstrueted [31],[30]. Howe:Ver,
this .eonstruetibn is very implicit and it is a daunting task to ealculate
with its use the operators Cr even for small values of r. In [23] the
Berezin- Toeplitz deformation quantization was shown to be a differ-
entiable deformation quantization with separation of variables and its
classifying {1,1)-form was explieitly ealculated. Thus the operators Cr
of the Berezin- Toeplitz deformation quantization ean be ealculated re-
eursively by the simple algorithm from [19].
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It was shown by Guillemin in [17] that, using generalized Toeplitz
structures, it is even pos.sible to construct a star-product on an ar-
bitrary compact symplectic manifold.Later Borthwiek and Uribe [5]
introduced a natural 'almost-Kähler quantization' on an arbitrary com-
pact almost-Kähler manifold by defining an operator quantization of
Berezin- Toeplitz type. From results by Guillemin and Uribe [18] it
follows that the generalized Toeplitz structure associated to these op-
erators exists and the correct semi-dassieallimit in the almost Kähler
case follows like in [3]. Therefore there should exist the correspond-
ing natural deformation quantization on an arbitrary compact almost-
Kähler manifold. It would be interesting to describe this deformation
quantization directly.
The goal of this Letter is to show that one can construct a natural de-
formation quantization on an arbitrary almost-Kähler manifold using
Fedosov's machinery. To this end we use the natural affine connec-
tion introduced by Yano [32]' whieh respects the almost-Kähler struc-
ture.' This connection necessarily has a nontrivial torsion whenever the
almost complex structure is non-integrable. We generalize Fedosov's
construction to the case of affine connections with torsion and obtain
a star-product on an arbitrary almost-Kähler manifold. In the Kähler
case this star-product coincides with the star-product with separation
of variables (or of Wiek type) ,constructed in [4]. Dur considerations
were very much motivated by the paper [12], where the calculations
concerning the star-product from [4] ~ere made in arbitrary local co-
ordinates (rather than in holomorphic coordinates as in [4]).
It follows from the results obtained in [20] and [22] that the charac-
teristie dass of the star~product from [4] is (I/iv) [w] - (1/2i)e, where e
is the canonical dass of the underlying Kähler manifold. The canonical
dass is, however, defined for any almost-complex manifold.
We cal~ulate the crucialpart of the characteristic dass cl of the star-
product * whieh we have constructed on an arbitrary almost-Kähler
manifold, it's coefficient Coat the zeroth degree ofv. As iri the Kähler
case,co(*) = -(1/2i)e.
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2. A CONNECTION PRESERVING AN ALMOST-KÄHLER STRUCTURE
In this sections we recall some elementary properties of the Nijenhujs
tensor and reproduce the construction from [32] of a natural affine
connection on an arbitrary almost-Kähler manifold, which respects the
almost- Kähler structure.
Let (M, J,w) be an almost-Kähler manifold, Le., a manifold M en-
dowed with an almost-complex structure J and a symplectic form w
which are compatible in the following sense, w(JX, iY) = w(X, Y) for
any vector fields X, Y on M, and g(X, Y) = w(JX, Y) is aRiemannian
'metric. Actually, in what follows we only require the metric 9 to be
nondegenerate, but not necessadly positive definite. It is known that
on any symplectic manifold (M, w) one can choose a' compatible almost
complex structure to make it to an almost-Kähler manifold.
In local coordinates {xk} on achart U c M set "
. k
8j = 8/8xJ, J(8j) = Jj8k, Wjk= w(8j,8k), gjk = g(8j, 8k) .
Then
(2.1) Jk ak kaj = gjaW = 9 Waj,
where (gjk) and (wjk) are inverse matrices for (gkz) and (Wkz) respec-
tively. Here, as weIl as in the sequel, we use the tensor rule of summa-
tion over repeated indices.
The Nijenhuis tensor for the complex structure J is given by the
following formula:
(2.2) N(X, Y) :'= [X,Y] + J[JX, Y] + J[X, JY] - [JX, JY]'
where X, Y are vector fields on M. In local coordinates set N (8j ,8k) =
N;k81' Formula (2.2) takes the form '
(2.3) N;k = (8aJ;)Jk - (8aJL)Jj + (8jJt ~ 8kJ:)J~.
Let X be a vector field of type (1,0) with r'espect to the almost-complex
structure J. Then it follows from formula (2.2) that
'N(X, Y) = (1 + iJ)([X, Y] + J[X, JYD .
Therefore N(X, Y) is of type (0,1). The latter is also true if Y is of
type (1,0) instead. Similarly, if X or Y is of type (0,1) then N(X, Y)
is of type (1,0). In particular, if X ,and Y are of types (1,0) and (0,1)
respectively, tlien N(X, Y) = O. Therefore, (1 :i:iJ)N((l :i:iJ)8j, 8k) =
o and N((l :i: iJ)8j, (1 =f iJ)8k) = 0, from whence we obtain the two
following formulas:
('2' 4) NI - JaNß Jl d NI - JaNI "Jß. j k - j, ak ß an j k - - j aß k'
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Let \7 be an arbitrary affine connection on M. In local coordinates let
r;k be its Christoffelsymbols and TJk = r;k - rij the torsion tensOL
In the sequel we shall need the formula
(2.5) \7jwkl + \7kWlj + \7lWjk = -(TJkWal + TkzWaj + 7ljwak),
which easily follows from the closedness of w. Here \7i := \7Bi'
By a direct calculation we get from formula (2.3) that
(2.6) NJk = (\7aJJ)Jk - {\7aJL)Jj + (\7jJt - \7kJf)J~ - S;k'
where
(2.7) S;k = TJk - JjT~ßJt + JjT~kJ~ - JkT~jJ~.
Assume that the connection \7 respects the almost-complex structure
J. Then formula (2.6) reduces to
(2.8)
Thus (2.8) is anecessary condition for \7 to respect the almost-complex
structure J.
One can check directly with the use of formulas (2.4) and (2.7) that
if
(2.9)
then condition (2.8) is always satisfied.
Proposition 2.1. Let \7 be the unique affine connection which respects
the metric 9 and has the torsion given by formula (2.9). Then \7 also
respects the symplectic form wand therefore the complex structure J.
This result is due to Yano [32]. For the convenience of the reader we
proyide here a proof of the statement.
Proof. Denote Zjkl = T11wal + TkiWaj + 7ljwak = (-1/4)(N}icwal +
NkzWaj + Nljwak). Clearly, Zjkl is a totally antisymmetric tensor. It
follows from (2.5) that
(2.10)
First we show that
(2.11)
One has
(2.12)
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3. A MODIFICATION OF FEDOSOV'S CONSTRUCTION
In this section we shall slightly modify Fedosov's construction to ob-
tain adeformation quantization on an almost- Kähler manifold (M, J, w)
endowed with a fixed affine connection \7 which respects the almost-
Kähler structure and has a nontrivial torsion. The existence of such a
connection was shown in the previous section.
As in Section 2, we shall work in local coordinates {xk} on a coor-
dinate chart U c M and use the same notation. FOllowing Fedosov,
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denote by ül} the fibre coordinates on the tangent bundle w.r.t. the
frame {8k}.
We introduce a tensor Ajk := wjk - igjk on M and define the formal
Wiek algebra Wxfor x E M associated with the tangent space TxM,
whose elements are formal series
( ) '"' r aa v, y = ~ v ar,aY ,
r~O,lal~O
where a is a multi-index and the standard multi-index notation is used.
The formal Wiek product on Wx is given by the formula
(3.1) a 0 b (y): exp (i; Ajk [)Y~;Zk ) a(y)b(z)lz=y.
Taking a union of algebras Wx we obtain a bundle W of formal Wiek
algebras. Denote by W the sheaf of its smooth sectlons. The fibre
product (3.1) can be extendedtothe space WQ9A of W-valued differ-
ential forms by means of the usual exteriör product of the scalar forms
A.
We introduce gradings degll, degs,dega on W Q9 A defined on homo-
geneous elements v, yk, dxk as follows:
degll(v) = 1, degs(yk} = 1, dega(dxk) - 1 .
All other gradings of the elements v, yk, dxk are set to zero. The grading
dega is induced from the standard grading on A.
The product 0 on W Q9A is bigraded w.r.t. the grading Deg =
2degll + degs and the grading dega.
The connection \7 can be extended to an operator on W Q9 A such
that for a E Wand a scalar differential form X
(
8a' I k 8a) .(3.2) . \7(a Q9 .\) :-- 8xj - fjky 8yl Q9 (dx
J /\ A) + a Q9 dA.
Using formulas (3.1) and (3.2} one can show that \7 is a dega-graded
derivation of the algebra (W Q9 A, 0) ..
We introduce Fedosov's operators 8 and 8-1 on W Q9 A as follows.
Assume a E W Q9 A is homogeneous w.r.t. the gradings degs and dega
with degs(a) = p, dega(a) = q. Set
~() d j8a d i"-la __ {p~qyji (8~j) a if p + q > 0,u a = x /\-8' an u
yJ 0, if P = q == O.
Then for a E W Q9 A one has
(3.3)
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where a I-t a(a) is the projection on the (degs, dega)-bihomogeneous
part of a of bidegree zero (degs(a) = dega(a). 0). It is easy to
check that the operator fJ is also a dega-graded derivation of the algebra
(W0A,o).
Define the elements
T ..1 rj"l0: sd k d i d R .- 1 RO: s td k 1\ d i:=2" WSO:.LkiY x 1\ x an .- 4" Wso: tkiY Y x x
of W0 A, where
Rs arit arkt rs ro: rs ro:tki := axk - axi + ko: it - io: kt
is the curvature tensor of the connection \7. Then the formulas
(3.4)
't
[\7,8] - - adWick(T),
v
can be obtained by a direct calculation using (3.1), (3.2) and the iden-
tity
(3.5)
proved in [15] (the proofis valid also for connections with torsion). In
(3.4) [.,.] is the dega,-graded commutator of endomorphisms of W 0 A
and adWick is defined via the dega-graded commutator in (W 0 A, 0).
The following two theorems are minor modifications of the standard
statements of Fedosov's theory adapted to the case of affine connections
with torsion. We shall denote the Deg-homogeneous component of
degree k of an element a E W 0 A by a(k).
Theorem 3.1. There exists a unique element r E W 0 A such ,that
r(O) = r(1) = 0, dega(r) = 1, fJ-1r = 0, satisfying the equation
. i
fJr = T + R + \7r - - r 0 r .
1/
It can be calculated recursively with respect to the total degree Deg as
follows:
r(2) ;= fJ-1T,
)
r(3) = ,,-I (R + V'r(2) - ~ r(2) 0 r(2»),
r(k+3) = fJ-1 (V'rCk+2) - ~ tr(l+2) 0 rCk-I+2») , k ~ 1~
i=O
Then the Fedosov connection D := -fJ + \7 - ~adwick{r) is ftat, i.e.,
D2 = O.
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The proof of the theorem is by induction, with the use of the identities
8T = 0 and 8R = \lT.
The identity 8T = 0 follows frQm (2.5) and the fact that the connection
\l respects the form w. -The identity 8R = \lT can be proved by a direct
calculation with the use of (3.5).
The Fedosov connection D is a dega-graded derivation -ofthe algebra
(W 0 A, 0). Therefore WD := ker D nW is a sub algebra of (W, 0).
Theorem 3.2. The projection a: WD --+ COO(M) [[vJJ onto the part of
degs-degree zero is a bijection. The inverse mapping 7 : COO(M)[[vJJ --+
WD for a function f E Coo (M) can be calculated recursively w. r. t. the
total degree Deg as follows:
7(f)(0) = f,
T(f)(k+l) - 8-1 ( "VT(f)(k) - ft adWick (r(l+2)) (T(f)(k-l))) ,k <:: O.
The product * on COO(M) [[vJ]defined by the formula
!*9 := a(7(f) 0 7(g)) ,
is a star-product on (M, J, w) .
Assurne that the connection \l in Theorem 3.1 is as in Proposition
2.1. Then in the case when (M, J, w) is a Kähler manifold the star-
product given by Theorem 3.2 coincides with the star-product of Wiek
type constructed in [4J .
4. CALCULATION OF THE CLASS Co
It is weIl known that to each star-product * on a symplecticmanifold
(M,w)a formal cohomology dass cl(*) E (l/iv)[wJ + H2(M,C)[[vJ] is
related (see, e.g., [16]). This class (named the characteristic class of
deformation quantization) 'determi~es the star-product up to equiva-
lence. Denote by Co ( *) the coefficient of cl (*) atzeroth degree of the
formal parameter v. The class Co is, in some sense, the most intriguing
part of the characteristic class cl. Only the coefficient co( *) of the class
cl( *) = (l/iv)[wJ + cü(*) + ... ,can not be recovered from Deligne's
intrinsic class. Also the cohomology class of the formal-Kähler form
parameterizing a quantization with separation of variables on a Kähler
manifold differs from the characteristic class of this quantization only
in the coefficient Co (see [20]).
In this section we shall calculate the class Co of the deformation
quantization obtained in Theorem 3.2. First we recaIl the definition
of the dass Co of a star-product (1.1) (see, e.g., [20]). For a function
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f E Coo(M) on a symplectic manifold (M, w) denote by ~f the corre-
sponding Hamiltonian vector field. For a bilinear operator C = C(f, g)
denote by C- its antisymmetric part, C-(f, g) := (1/2)( C(f, g) -
C(g, f)). A star-product * given by (1.1) is called normalizedifC1(f, g) =
(i/2){f, g}. For a normalized star-product * the bilinear operator C:; is
a de Rham - Chevalley 2-cocyde. There exists a unique dosed 2-form x
such that for all f, 9 E Coo(M) one obtains C:;(f, g) = (1/2)x(~j, ~g)'
The dass Co of a normalized star-product * is defined as eo(*) := [x].
It is weIl known that each star-product on a symplecticmanifold is
equivalent to a normalized one. One. defines the dass Co ( *) of a star-
product * as the cohomology dass co( *') of an equivalent normalized
star-product *'. In order to calculate the dass co( *) of the star-product
* from Theorem 3.2 we shall first construct an equivalent normalized
star-product *'.
. We introduce the fibrewise equivalence operator on W defined by the
formula
(4.1) C:= exp(-vß),
where ß is given in local coordinates as folIows:
1 'k 82
ß - 4g3 8yiyk'
It is weIl known that the fibrewise star-product 0' defined on W as
folIows, a 0' b := C(C-.l 0 C-1b), is the Weyl star-product:
(4.2) a 0' b (y) = exp (i;wik ay~;Zk ) a(y)b(z)lz=y.
The following formulas
(4.3) [\7, ß] = [\7, C] = 0 and [8,ß] = [8,C] = 0
can be checked directly.
Pushing forward the Fedosov connection D obtained in Theorem 3.1
via C and taking into account formulas (4.3) we obtain a connection
I -1 ~ 't ( ')D - CDC = -u + \7 - - adWeyl r ,v
where r' = Cr and adWeyl is calculated with respect to the o'-commutator.
Denote by WD, := ker D' nW the Fedosov subalgebra of the algebra
(W, o').Clearly, WD' = CWD. One canshow just as in Theorem 3.2
that the restriction of the projection a to WD', a : WD' --+Coo (M) [(v]],
is a bijection. Denote its inverse by T'. Then f *'9 := a( T' (f) 0' T' (g)) is
a star- prod uct on (M, w) which is equivalent to the star- prod uct *. The
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operator B : (COO (M)[[I/]], *) -+ (COO( M)[[I/]], *') given by the formula
B f = er(G7(f)) establishes this equivalence.
Prom now on let Cr, r 2:: 1, denote the bidifferential operators defin-
ing the star-product *'. We have to show that C1(f, g) = (i/2){f, g}
and calculate C:; in order to determine the dass Co(*) := Co(*') .
For a E W we prefer to write aly=o instead of er(a). For f E COO(M)
set
T' (f) = to (f) + 1/t1(f) + 1/2t2 (f) + . .. .
. Since er(7'(f)) = 7'(f)ly=0 = f we haveto(f)ly=o = fand tr(f)ly=o = 0
for r 2:: 1. It follows from (4.2) that for f, 9 E COO(M)
f *' g = (r'(I) 0' r'(g» Iy=o = (to(l)to(g)+
(
i (oto(f) oto(g))) )
1/ tO(f)t1(g)+t1(f)to(g)+"2wpq oyP Oyq' + ... Iy=o=
f il/ pq .(oto(f) ot.o(g)) Ig+-w 0 fJ y=o+ ... ,2 yP yq
from whence
(4.4) C (f ) = i pq (oto(f) oto(g)) I _1 ,9 2 w oyP oyq y-o.
Similarly one obtains that
(4.5) C:;(f,g) - iwpq (_ot_o(f_) ot1(g) + _ot_1(f_)oto(g)) Iy-o.2 oyP oyq oyP oyq .-
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Taking into account that 7'(f)(2) is of degs-degree 2, we obtain from
(4.6) for k - 2 that
(4.7)
r'(I)~3) = _~8-1 (adWeYI((r')~3)) (r'(I)(1))) = 8-1 (wpqa(~;t) :~) .
Before calculating (r')i3) one can directly derive from (4.5) and (4.7)
the following formula:
(4.8) - x = ~ <5((r')p)).
v
Denote by [., ']0 the commutator with respect to the Wiek multipli-
cation o. We shall need the following technieallemma whieh can be
proved by a straightforward calculation.
Lemma 4.1. Let a = a~2), b = b~2) be two homogeneous elements ofW,
(1/v)[a, b]o =C(2) = cb2) + C~2), then cb2) = vß (C~2)).
. Using the fact that the operator G respects the total grading Deg
and <5 lowers both Deg- and degs-gradings by 1, one can obtain from
formula (4.3), and the formula r' = Gr that
(4.9) <5((r')p)) = <5ri3) - vß (<5r~3)).
We get fromTheorem 3.1 that
(4.10) <5r(3)= R + Vr(2) - ~ r(2) 0 r(2),
v
where
1r(2) = <5-1T = - wso:Tt~ySytdxl3 .
Since the element. r(2) is of dega-degree 1, we have
(4.11) i r(2) 0 r(2) = 2i.[r(2), r(2)]o = c(2) = cb2) + C~2).
V . v
We obtain from (4.10) and (4.11) that
(4.12) <5ri3) = -cb2) and <5r~3)= R + Vr(2) - C~2).
It follows from (4.8), (4.9), (4.12), and Lemma 4.1 that
(4.13) x = -i.6.(R + V'r(2)) = -~J;R:kldxk !I dx1 - iA,
where A ß(Vr(2)). Introduce a global differe~tial one-form f.-l =
(1/6)J;Ttidxl on M. A direct calculation shows that A = df.-l, therefore
the form A is exact.
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Recall the definition of the canonical dass E of an almost complex
manifold (M, J). The dass E is thefirst Chern c1ass of the subbun-
dIe T~M of vectors of type (1,0) of the complexified tangent bundle
TcM. To calculate the canonical dass of the almost-Kähler manifold
(M, J, w) take the same affine connection \7 on M as that used in the
construction of the star-product *. Denote by R = (1/2)R:kldxk /\ dxl
the curvature matrix of the connection \7 and by II --:-(1/2)(Id - iJ)
the projection operator onto the (l,O)-subspace. It follows immediately
from (3.5) that R~kl ~ 0 (see [15]), i.e., TrR = O. The matrix IIRII
is the curvature matrix of the restriction of the connection \7 to T~M.
The Chern-Weyl form
~ = (l/i)Tr(IIRII) = (l/i)Tr(IIR) - (-1/4)J;R:kldxk /\ dxl
is c1osed. The canonical dass is, by definition, E := [~].Now it is c1ear
from (4.13) that
(4.14)
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